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Block Inversion The **block inversion** is a very powerful technique to increase speed. If the maximum size of the chunk to
split the task into is `16`, for example, and you have tasks with a maximum size of `64`, you can split them into blocks of 16,

with the remaining chunks being grouped together in one single block. This will move the task offloading to parallel execution
with its sibling chunks. **A better solution** for this is to split the task into 2 smaller tasks, as the resulting blocks should be
too small to be able to run in parallel, but they can be in the same node. A single node can hold tasks with a maximum of 128

MB, which is well below the recommended size of 400 MB. You can try to split the task into 4 tasks of 32 MB each, and then, if
a single node can hold those tasks, then it is enough, and you can go on using your current configuration. One of the advantages
of splitting the task into 16 tasks is that we can more easily ensure that the tasks will be split into nodes, because we can easily
split each task into 2 equal-sized tasks that can be split in half. Q: Is it possible to do Ajax without using $(document).ready? I

have a small web application where I use ajax calls to refresh different elements in the app. The reason why I use ajax is
because I want to keep the app responsive while performing these ajax requests. I use $(document).ready(function () { for

example but it feels to me like I'm doing something wrong because I'm not able to select and style elements because the
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